The article describes an attempt to dene a new mathematical constant -the probability of obtaining a hyperbola or an ellipse when throwing ve random points on a plane.
The author has such a long pre-New Year's habit. He and his students develop and post on the site of the mathematical package [1] greeting animated cards with some entertaining mathematical meaning.
At the end of 2017, such New Year's postcard was published: in a square on a plane, ve points are randomly scattered 1000 times, through which a second-order plane curve was drawn. All who recognize all the seven possible curves on this postcard (seven is a beautiful number!), could expect happiness and luck in the New Year [2, 3] 1 .
The prehistory of this New Year's postcard is as follows. In one lesson with his students, the author showed a sagging chain (see Figure 1 ) and asked a question, the graph of what function this all resembles. The students answered in chorus that it was a parabola [4] . Then the coordinates of ve points (left, right, bottom and two points in the middle of the branches of the chain) were taken from the photograph of the chain in the environment of the graphic editor Paint, through which a plane curve of the second order was drawn. These ve points were taken from the photographs of the sagging chain in dierent positions and with varying degrees of tension. After processing the data, it turned out that the curve of the second order passing through the ve chain points was, of course, not a parabola and not even one of the branches of the 1 On the site www.demonstrations.wolfram.com/FivePointsDetermineAConicSection we can see only two curves. v points hyperbola, but. . . an arc of an ellipse. The lesson ended with the description of the function of the chain line (a catenary), which more or less accurately (taking into account measurement errors) passes through three, four, ve and more points taken from the photograph of the sagging chain.
A question arose: which second-order curve passes through ve randomly chosen points on a plane? Having at hand a computer with the program Mathcad [5] , it can be tried to determine that by statistical tests (Monte Carlo) [6] . It is known that through ve points on the plane one can draw the following curves [2]:
1. Two branches of a hyperbola;
2. An ellipse; 3. A parabola (transitional case from hyperbola to ellipse); 4. A circle (special case of an ellipse); 5. Two intersecting lines (degenerate case of two branches of a hyperbola); 6. Two parallel straight lines; 7. One straight line (a special case of cases 5 and 6).
In practice (not in theory), ve randomly points can hold only two curves: a hyperbola with two branches and an ellipse ( Figure 2 ). The author and his students drew manually the other ve curves on the New Year's card, asking the exact coordinates of ve points. The sum of the areas of these zones gives our constant. Sylvester's Four-Point Problem is described on [8] .
3. At the forum of Mathcad, a race started after throwing some points into the plane the idea was to draw through them a curve of higher order ( Figure 4 ). 3 This man wants to be like Pierre Fermat, who wrote down his great theorem, but did not give a proof. Only a few centuries later a proof was found. 4 Four points are randomly dashed to the plane and it is determined whether they form a convex quadrangle or one of the points is inside the triangle formed by the other three points. v points 4. If the shape of the region is not a square, but a circle, then a slightly dierent value for the V Points constant is obtained ( Figure 5 ). What is its value? By the way, the students were also asked about an impression: is a plane an innite extension of a square or a circle? Again, without thinking aabout the contours of such a question, they answered in chorus that it was an innite extension of a square. That is understandable -in school, they are used to the Cartesian coordinate system, but have little contact with polar, cylindrical or spherical coordinates. The lesson mentioned at the beginning of this article ended with a story about how the function describing the chain line (a catenary) was independently and almost simultaneously discovered by Bernoulli, Huygens and Leibniz [9] .
Final Remarks
This mathematical study is included in a book that is being prepared for publication by CRC/Tailor & Francis with the title 2 5 Problems for STEM Education [5] .
The book introduces a new and emerging course for undergraduate STEM programs called Physical-Mathematical Informatics, following a new direction in education called STE(A)M (Science, Technology, Engineering, [Art] and Mathematics). The book is for undergraduate students (and high school students), teachers of mathematics, physics, chemistry and other disciplines (humanities), and readers who have a basic understanding of mathematics and math software 5 .
